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Welcome to the summer edition
Welcome to the summer edition of GENIE, our quarterly newsletter.
In this edition, we cover a variety of accounting and business topics including how to deal with frozen
bank accounts, as well as real estate strategy tips to help you achieve optimum financing. Find out
more about the financial reporting changes and what this will entail for small companies now that new
legislation is in place.
The surprising June Election result has left us with a hiatus as regards tax legislation and this is
particularly acute for our non-domiciled clients who had expected a substantial change in the law from
6th April 2017. This was deferred pending the election and widely expected to be reintroduced in a
Summer Budget effective from 6th April 2017. We shall have to wait and see if this materialises this tax
year. Not a satisfactory state of affairs.
If you would like any further information on any matters which have been covered in this
edition, please get in touch with your usual Gerald Edelman contact. We hope that our
readers have an enjoyable and prosperous summer.
Colin Burns, Partner and Editor
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HMRC collected extra £3.3bn
in unpaid VAT from SMEs
– with more investigations likely to follow
HMRC has collected an extra
£3.3bn in unpaid VAT over the last
year, following investigations into
SMEs. Such successful returns
from these enquiries means more
are likely to follow, and business
owners should ensure that tax
affairs are in order as a result.
The extra tax was collected by two
newly created specialist HMRC
teams - the Individuals & Small
Business Compliance unit and
the Wealthy & Mid-sized Business
Compliance unit.
The underpaid tax will be the
result of a combination of
carelessness, genuine error
or misunderstanding, as well
as deliberate and calculated
underpayment by a few rogue
individual businesses.
Such errors, mistakes or
underpayment by the minority
inevitably mean, however, that
all SMEs will now come under

increased scrutiny, even if they
have done nothing wrong.
Any probe by HMRC will be
time-consuming and costly, and
businesses need to ensure that
they are prepared. Making sure
records are up to date and in
order is essential, as well as full
cooperation with any HMRC staff
involved in the enquiry.
Businesses are increasingly opting
to take out insurance against the
cost of an investigation, to protect
themselves should the process
stretch out over an extended
period. Enquiries have been known
to last for several weeks, or even
months, resulting in considerable
disruption and loss of revenue.
Underpayment of VAT has been
identified as a key area of focus for
the Revenue over coming months,
following concerns surrounding
avoidance by sellers on Amazon,
EBay and other online retail

platforms. It has been estimated
that VAT evasion in online
shopping currently costs the
economy up to £1.5bn per year.
It was also announced in
the Spring Budget that the
government will be taking steps to
crack down on overseas traders
who avoid paying tax on UK sales.
Underpayment of VAT is quite
clearly on the Revenue’s radar
and all SMEs should therefore
be prepared for a focus on any
activity in this area.
An unnecessary tax investigation
is an unwelcome burden
whichever industry or sector you
work in. Should such a situation
occur, you may benefit from tax
investigation fee protection which
can help cover our accountancy
fees to defend you.
To find out more contact Colin
Burns on 020 7299 1407.
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Save time and mon
your finances in th
Would you like to create more time in your day to focus
on running the business that you love? For most, if
not all business owners, the prospect of minimising
time spent on mandatory obligations brings cheers of
enthusiasm and a feeling of welcome relief.
We each make thousands of decisions every day, some
which require little thought – ‘latte or cappuccino?’,
‘savoury or sweet?’ – and some which are of such great
significance that they may have a lasting impact on
the future of a business. In an ideal world, wouldn’t it
be helpful to have access to up-to-date and accurate
information on your financial position at your fingertips
to help make such decisions? Well now you can!
We at Gerald Edelman are pleased to introduce
GE Online Solutions (‘GEOS’), a new cloud-based
accounting service supported by QuickBooks software.
GEOS will provide you with greater control over your
finances and aid in improving cash flow, all whilst
helping you remain compliant and gaining valuable
financial insight with the support of your accountant.
This innovative technology delivers a vast range of
benefits including:
• Accessibility – data can be accessed anywhere in the
world at any time where there is internet connectivity.
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• Storage and backups – data is stored and continually
backed up in the cloud so there is no need for your
own physical servers or for any concern over financial
information stored on hard drives, losing data or
making regular backups.

• Information processing – as remote servers handle
much of the computing and storage, there is no need
for you to purchase expensive, high-end machines to
process and maintain your records.
• Seamless upgrades – software upgrades are
provided at no extra cost therefore you will always
have access to the most recent version including the
latest features.
• Real-time information – cloud accounting will give you
and your business live financial information, facilitated
by a financial dashboard, helping you to respond
promptly to any business change.
• Cost of ownership – GE Online Solutions is
subscription-based and packages can be tailored
specifically to your business’ needs.
• Accounts support – live accounting data can be
accessed by both you and your accountant, making
it easier to communicate when there are issues that
require resolution.
• Automation – business bank accounts can be directly
linked to the cloud-based software, which cleverly
detects recurring transactions and automatically
categorises them into the respective ledgers.
• Time efﬁciency – time spent on data entry will be
reduced as sales and purchase invoices can be
uploaded directly to the software as a photograph
or by sending a scanned copy of the invoice to a
designated email address, from which it is then
automatically uploaded.

ney by managing
he cloud
HMRC’s Making Tax Digital initiative (covered in our
spring newsletter) is due to revolutionise the UK tax
system and bring an end to self-assessment from April
2018 (subject to legislation). HMRC’s aim is to make tax
administration easier, more effective and efficient for
taxpayers through the implementation of a fully digitised
tax system by 2020, whilst also reducing its overheads.
The changes will apply to a wide range of taxpayers,
including a range of businesses, self-employed
professionals and landlords. This ‘new and improved’
tax system will require the majority of business owners
to maintain digital records using compatible software,
so transitioning to cloud-based software will most
definitely give you an advantage when dealing with
HMRC, when the time arises.

With technology significantly and rapidly changing
the working environment alongside the need for instant
information at your fingertips in the fast-paced business
world, cloud accounting is certainly a step in the
right direction.
Whether operating as a sole trader, corporate or
partnership, this solution could reap benefits for
you and is as applicable to start-up or early stage
businesses as to established entities. Our dedicated
and knowledgeable team will evaluate whether your
business could benefit from this new service and create
a bespoke solution that will work best to simplify
your finances.

For more information, visit our website a www.geonlinesolutions.com,
or speak to Deval Patel or Ajay Shah on 020 8492 5642/5645.
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yet another dilemma:
Leave or Remain?
What is the Flat
Rate Scheme?
The amount of VAT a business pays
or claims back from HM Revenue
and Customs (HMRC) is usually
the difference between the VAT a
business charges to customers
and the VAT a business pays on its
own purchases.
The VAT Flat Rate Scheme (FRS) is
a simplification measure for small
businesses to work out how much
VAT to pay to HMRC each quarter.
Under the Flat Rate Scheme, small
businesses:
• Pay a ﬁxed rate of VAT to HMRC.
• Keep the difference between what
is charged to customers and paid
to HMRC.
• Cannot reclaim the VAT on
purchases - except for certain
capital assets over £2,000.
• Are eligible to join the scheme
if they expect their VAT taxable
turnover to be £150,000 or less
(excluding VAT) in the next 12
months, subject to a number of
exceptions.

Small businesses must
leave the scheme if:
• On the anniversary of the start
date total income (including VAT
but excluding sales of capital
assets) in the last 12 months
was more than £230,000 - or is
expected to be in the next
12 months.
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• Total income in the next 30 days
alone is expected to be more
than £230,000 (including VAT but
excluding sales of capital assets).
• The business is no longer eligible
to be in it for some other reason.
• Total income is determined by
the value of invoices issued or
actual payments received if cash
accounting is used.
Once a company leaves the FRS,
it cannot re-join the scheme for
12 months. The VAT flat rate
percentage used depends on
the business type and costs.
Businesses in their first year of
registration receive a 1% discount.
The list of rates can be found at
https://www.gov.uk/vat-flat-ratescheme/how-much-you-pay.

What is changing?
In the autumn statement 2016, the
Chancellor announced amendments
to the present VAT “Flat Rate
Scheme”. These measures are
primarily intended to prevent abuse
of the scheme. New rules are being
introduced from 1 April 2017 under
which a flat rate of 16.5% will be
paid by businesses classed as a
“Limited Cost Trader”.
Businesses will be classed as a
‘Limited Cost Trader’ and pay the
higher rate of 16.5% if the amount
spent on relevant goods including
VAT is either;
• Less than 2% of its ﬂat rate
turnover.
• Greater than 2% of its ﬂat rate
turnover but less than £1,000
a year.

‘Relevant goods’ for this purpose
is the purchase of movable items
which are exclusively acquired for
business purposes. This means
that they should not include any
acquisition which is going to be for
personal consumption or intended
to be given away for free. However,
gas and electricity will be counted
as goods.
For the purpose of determining
whether a business is a limited
cost trader, it should also exclude
the following expenditure from
‘relevant goods’:
• Vehicle costs including fuel,
unless the business operates
in the transport sector using an
owned or a leased vehicle.
• Food or drink for the owner(s)
or staff.
• Capital expenditure goods of
any value.
• Goods for resale, leasing, letting
or hiring out if the main business
activity doesn’t ordinarily consist
of selling, leasing, letting or hiring
out such goods.
• Goods that are intended for
re-sale or hire, unless selling
or hiring is the main business
activity.
• Any services.
If not a limited cost trader,
businesses can continue to use
the rate which is applicable to the
business type to work out its
VAT liability.

HMRC has also introduced
provisions known as anti-forestalling
provisions to prevent businesses
from paying or invoicing in advance
to avoid an increase in their VAT
liability. This will affect a business
that supplies a service on or after
1 April 2017 but either issues an
invoice or receives a payment for
that supply before 1 April 2017.
When considering the limited cost
trader definition, any such supply
must be treated, for VAT purposes,
as taking place on 1 April 2017.
Any invoice or payment that covers
continuous supplies of services
that straddle this date must be
apportioned.

How is it going to affect
your business?
The introduction of a new VAT
rate is likely to affect a wide
spectrum of businesses including IT
consultants, consultancy services,
professional services, hairdressers
and beauticians, labour only
construction work, engineering
contractors, laundry or dry-cleaning
services,…etc.
Each time a VAT return is submitted,
the “Limited Cost Trader” test must
be applied to determine which VAT
flat rate is to be used for the relevant
period, i.e. quarterly or annually.
If, for example, a business does
not qualify as a limited cost trader
in any particular quarter then the
normal VAT flat rate applicable to the
business may be used.
So for example, if an IT contractor
using the flat rate scheme has
charged £1,000 plus VAT to a client,
i.e. £1,200, then the amount owed

to HMRC would be £174, which
is 14.5% of £1,200, leaving the
contractor with £26 excess cash.
Under the new rules, if the
contractor qualifies as a “Limited
Cost Trader” VAT will be payable at
16.5%, i.e. £198, leaving just £2 in
excess cash compared to £26.
£2 is only 1% of the output tax, and
so the input tax only needs to be
above 1% of the output tax for the
contractor to be better off using
normal VAT accounting, i.e. output
tax less input tax.
HMRC has stated that more than
two thirds of businesses using the
flat rate scheme are registered for
VAT on a voluntary basis, i.e. their
taxable turnover is below the VAT
compulsory registration threshold
of £83,000 and if their cash gain
from using the FRS is likely to
disappear, then many of them will
decide to leave the scheme or even
de-register from VAT. HMRC has
further suggested that if a business
makes this decision, this may save
them from incurring unnecessary
annual administrative costs of
approximately £390.

Still want to remain
in the scheme?
There are a number of
recommendations which will help
businesses remain eligible to use
their normal VAT flat rate. These
include:

• Software, books and magazines –
software should be bought off the
shelf and books and magazines
should be purchased in hard
copy, as downloads or online
subscriptions are services and
not ‘relevant goods’.
• Careful purchasing - goods
supplied to the majority of
businesses using the flat rate
scheme will mainly comprise
stationery, IT supplies and
periodicals.
Rather than spreading purchases
over the accounting period, it
would be beneficial to buy them
in bulk over one or two quarters,
so that costs might exceed 2%
of turnover or the quarterly de
minimis threshold of £250 (£1,000
per annum proportionally) for that
relevant period. This would mean
that a business could still use its
normal VAT flat rate for that quarter,
as the ‘relevant goods’ test must be
applied every time a VAT return
is completed.

HMRC has stated
that more than
two thirds of
businesses
using the flat
rate scheme are
registered for VAT
on a voluntary
basis.

by Krunal Desai

Finally, using the annual accounting
scheme could not only save
businesses the burden of preparing
quarterly returns but enable them to
use a single period when applying
the ‘relevant goods’ test.

• Stocking of stationery - for
example, printer cartridges
because they count as ’relevant
goods’.
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Five traits of a bad

Often, it’s the simplest behaviours that can embitter and drive away employees from an
organisation. I recently read an article by Criticaleye which includes a number of discussions
with a range of executive and non-executive directors revealing the most insufferable
leadership traits they’ve encountered and their advice to overcome them. I thought it would
be helpful to share the content with you.
“Leadership is changing and it’s
being driven by many factors, such
as increased transparency and new
technology,” says Charlie Wagstaff,
Managing Director at Criticaleye.
“You have to look at everything
you’re doing and assume that what
you did before is no longer relevant.
Leadership is no longer about what
you do, but why, otherwise it has no
purpose.”
At a recent HR Director Retreat
the attendees were surveyed; 96
per cent of which agreed that the
requirements for leadership are
changing, while 86 per cent believe
that a lack of leadership capability
could be a potential barrier to
company growth.
“It’s extremely important for leaders
to learn from one another because
you are required to adjust and
adapt; you can’t do it all at once.
By observing others and hearing
about their experiences you will
uncover best practice at speed,”
Charlie adds.
Following are some common
behavioural bugbears and how to
avoid them:
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1. Being too controlling
Bill Caplan, Criticaleye Board
Mentor and Chairman of Weldex
International and CSH Surrey, says
it’s vital to let go of the reigns.
“If you’re a micro-managing leader
and have very tight controls over
people they will not grow or develop.
Good leaders allow people to
stretch themselves, make decisions
and a series of mistakes that
they can learn from. They should
encourage an environment of
learning and examination.
The better leaders I’ve worked for
have given me that space to make
decisions, supporting my business
case proposals and succession
plans for key members of my
team. Those have been my best
opportunities to develop as a leader.
The same applies in my current
role as Chairman; if I’m making
too many day-to-day decisions
I’m either an ineffective Chairman
or I have the wrong CEO. I liken it
to the conductor of an orchestra.
The conductor doesn’t play an
instrument, yet wants the best
and most collaborative musicians.
It’s up to the conductor to draw
out — through a leader-follower
relationship — the best possible
music from them.”

2. Thinking you have all
the answers
Romana Abdin, CEO at
Simplyhealth, reflects why leaders
should learn from their mistakes.
“It’s so easy to think that you have
the answers and to stop listening
and learning, which is actually what
you need to do most as a leader.
We’ve spoken to thousands of
customers and corporate clients,
practitioners and staff to help
shape our future end strategy. Now
continual listening is just something
we do as the norm. We have a panel
of 2,000 customers who we talk and
listen to on a monthly basis.
As a leader if you’re not capable of
being coached and coaching, or of
learning with your teams, then how
can you be successful?
For me, part of learning is sharing
where I fell over, mistakes I’ve
made and what I’ve learnt from
them. Many organisations do a
‘lessons learnt’ assessment after
a big project but how many of us
actually share those across the
organisation?
We fool ourselves as leaders if we
think people don’t see everything.
Our people see our strengths and
weaknesses, they know what we’re
about — there’s no point trying to
kid them.”

d leader

by Richard
Kleiner

The better
leaders I’ve
worked for have
given me that
space to make
decisions...

3. Tunnel vision
Michelle Scrimpeour, Chief Risk
Officer at M&G Investments, explains
why it’s good to look at every angle.
“Good judgement is a really
important leadership trait; you
need to able to balance what you’re
hearing and seeing, and then make
a call.
As a leader you need to be able
to filter out what’s important and
sometimes make decisions without
all of the facts — some of it is
gut feel.
The need for wise assessment and
decision making can play out in
many ways, particularly in a market
crisis when tough decisions are
required. I have seen poor decisions
being made because they were the
easy choices; leaders sometimes
need to be brave enough to back a
strategy for the long term.
It’s important to ensure that you’re
really staying in touch with the
organisation and judge the quality
of the information you’re receiving
— some of it will be biased. At the
end of the day, good leaders listen
well, but it doesn’t mean they’ll
necessarily be swayed by opinion.”

4. Shying away from
tough calls

5. Trying to be
something you’re not

John Allbrook, Criticaleye Board
Mentor and Chairman at Franchise
Finance and Cellesce, tells us why
leaders must be confident decision
makers.

Charlie Wagstaff, Managing Director
at Criticaleye, discusses the value of
being authentic.

“Leaders are there to make
decisions. They don’t always get it
right but it’s easier to deal with those
who make decisions with confidence
based on the available information.
In a previous role, the CEO before
me was perceived to be weak and
indecisive on the tough calls and
was losing the confidence of his
leadership team, the shareholders
and the employees. Those calls
related to cutting back the cost
base of the company and had major
implications on headcount. The
uncertainty created an unproductive
working environment.
Leaders need to be confident but
also self-aware. It’s about striking
the right balance and not second
guessing yourself. It’s important to
remain true to yourself.
I’ve worked for lots of leaders with
many different styles and I think you
naturally gravitate towards people
who you believe are doing it the right
way; who are genuine.”

“Leadership is hard work. While
you’ll find many words of wisdom,
tools, techniques and practical
applications that focus on improving
leadership skills, all are empty if not
implemented with both substance
and passion.
To determine whether you are truly
‘fit for purpose’ — transparent,
energised and confident — your
leadership style must be consistent
with who you are. This means being
authentic and honest. You should
constantly challenge what success
looks like, and know the difference
between managing by influence and
managing by authority. Don’t build
more followers, build more leaders
and ensure the success of those
around you.
In summary it is useful to quote from
one of history’s greatest leaders.
As Gandhi said: ‘Be the change you
seek.’ You should understand what
it is that you are passionate about.
After all, when you look at your
organisation, you are really looking
at a reflection of yourself.”
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Do you have a real estate debt
strategy to help you achieve
optimum financing?

by Colin Burns

It is unusual in the current market
place to acquire or hold commercial
real estate assets without third party
debt financing. In most cases, third
party finance is required to either
fund an acquisition or develop or
redevelop a property in both the
commercial and residential sectors
as well as refinancing into a market
that most likely has changed
considerably since the initial loan
was agreed. Primarily, most people
will turn to their local bank, where
good working relationships have
already been established. This
element of trust is obviously not
to be underrated but is it the best
way to finance your new asset? Will
your bank be able to offer the best
terms or even have the flexibility that
you want?
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Given the lessons learnt in the
aftermath of the recent credit crisis
and the new regulations that came
into force as a direct result of this,
the additional question that should
be asked would be this: how can
I protect myself if things don’t go
exactly according to plan? Should
this arise the majority of lenders do
not want to have the aggravation
of looking after your property;
however, if it means that they can
assert control and subsequently
recover their loan more quickly
and efficiently, they will do it, whilst
also protecting themselves by
ensuring that the cost of any default
is picked up by the borrower. In
these scenarios, it becomes clear
that by adding up the penalties, the
additional interest and any costs on
a default, the value of the original
equity will reduce at an alarming

rate. In this case, a measure of
protection should be agreed upon
upfront in order to include such
eventualities as having to extend
the terms of a loan for longer than
initially expected to cover any
unforeseen circumstances, a buffer
on any banking covenant tests such
as Loan to Value (LTV) or Interest
Cover Tests (ICR) and the ability to
cure any default within a respectable
timeframe.
So who is in the market to lend
against real estate assets? Well it is
very dependent on the type of loan
that is required. There are different
lenders who will lend on tenanted
and let commercial property as
against development property;
the different lenders will also be
interested in whether the assets are
commercial or residential and also
on where the property is located.
Generally, those businesses with
some track record in the sector
stand a significantly better chance
of gaining finance (on whatever
terms) than someone new to the
sector. Another differentiator is
the size of the loan required and
the length of time for which it is
required.
There are a significant number of
lenders to choose from including
not only traditional banks (including
small and regional banks), but also
specialist debt funds, insurance
companies and private companies
or individuals. For new customers
the process can often be lengthy;
the lender will want to conduct due
diligence on both the sponsor and
the asset itself, so it is always worth
starting conversations early.

Although pricing is important,
it should not be the only
consideration. A good lender
also needs to be judged on
their flexibility, their reporting
requirements, and their ability to
provide a good working relationship.
A lender offering a good price but
causing stress and difficulties in
other areas may make dealing with
that lender unpalatable.
Through relationships with dozens of
domestic lending sources (and if of
interest, also foreign), it is possible
to get connected with a competitive
set of lenders to get the best
possible pricing and deal structure
for your investments—no matter the
asset or property type.
The principals at Haymarket
Properties have personally either led
or been significantly involved with
the arrangement of real estate debt
loans in excess of £4 billion over the
last 15 years. These loans have been
in respect of a number of major and
minor UK and European cities.
If you are not sure about whether
your current debt arrangements,
either existing or proposed, are right
for your organisation, Haymarket
Properties are offering a free
consultation service to Gerald
Edelman clients to discuss your
individual requirements. In the
first instance please contact Richard
Kleiner (rkleiner@geraldedelman.
com) to arrange your free
consultation.

Immigration and Brexit:
How to plan for EU workers
The UK Government has triggered
Article 50, signalling Britain’s intent
to start negotiations to leave the
European Union, a process which
will dominate UK politics over
the next two years. A House of
Lords amendment to Article 50 to
guarantee the rights of EU citizens
living in the UK was rejected by
the House of Commons. Whilst
the government has stated that
negotiations regarding the rights of
EU citizens will be a priority, until
this issue is decided, many EU
nationals are in limbo in the UK with
uncertainties regarding their future
residence entitlement in the UK.
In anticipation of this, it is important
to establish what UK employers
expect and whether they are
prepared for any imminent changes.
This will come as a blow to many
employers, as according to a survey
from the Resolution Foundation
think tank, almost half of British
employers are not prepared for the
Immigration changes. Employers
face uncertainty as to whether their
EU workforce will continue to have
residency rights in the UK however,
the survey suggests that 30% of
companies believe that freedom of
movement will continue for citizens
from the European Union and the
European Economic Area so long as
they have a job offer. Another 17%
think that there will be no change to
the current rules at all.
The Resolution Foundation says
these expectations are “totally
unrealistic” considering Prime
Minister Theresa May has pledged
to cut immigration to tens of
thousands, regardless of the
demand for foreign labour.
Despite this uncertainty, most
commentators believe that the
government will honour current
concessions to EU nationals as long
as they meet the current rules to
qualify for residence prior to an as
yet unknown cut-off date. A qualified
person must have been resident
for a minimum of five years as an
employee, self-employed, selfsufficient individual, student or job
seeker. The cut-off date might be
when the UK leaves the EU but there
is a strong possibility it could be
sooner. It has been widely reported
in the press that the cut-off date
may even be backdated to the date
of triggering Article 50.

How should employers
prepare in the mean time?
For now, EU employees’ rights to
live and work in the UK will continue
until Britain no longer remains in the
EU. However, uncertainty around
Brexit will be of concern to many
employees and employers.
In order to assess options and to
support your employees through
this uncertainty, you may wish
to conduct an audit of all EU
employees to ascertain whether
they meet the requirements for
residence. Employers should
also advise employees to collect
evidence to support future residence
applications, and should be made
aware of the absence rules and be
able to prove they have not spent
more than six months outside of the
UK in any of the relevant years. For
now, their EU employees’ rights to
live and work in the UK will continue
until Britain no longer remains in
the EU and during any transitional
period yet to be agreed.

Nationality:
Once permanent residence is
obtained, and subject to reviewing
the country of origin’s rules around
dual nationality, an individual living
in the UK for at least six years can
apply for naturalisation as a British
citizen. After 30 April 2006, the law
states that if a child has one parent
who has been exercising their EU
rights in the UK for over 5 years,
even if the parent never actually
applied for permanent residence,
the child is eligible for automatic
citizenship. Routes to British
citizenship are complex so seeking
early advice in light of Brexit is
recommended.

Alternative immigration routes
to consider for the employee to
remain in the UK after Brexit:
Tier 2 work visa: This route is
for skilled workers who you want
to employ on long or short-term
contracts. A company would need to
meet the following requirements in
order to apply for a Tier 2 work visa:
1) Obtain a Sponsor Licence – This
would be the permission to
employ non-EEA workers in the
UK;
2) Complete a successful resident
labour market advertising
campaign.

…almost
half of British
employers are
not prepared for
the Immigration
changes.

by Rimmy Bedi
Whaley

Tier 5 – Temporary work visa
– Government Authorised
Exchange: This route allows UK
employers to offer work experience
programmes to skilled non-EEA
students for 12/24 months and the
aim of this programme is to share
knowledge, skills and best practice
and for the employee to experience
the social and cultural life of the UK.
Tier 5 – Youth Mobility: This
route allows UK employers to offer
temporary employment to those
individuals from Australia, Canada,
Japan, Monaco, New Zealand, Hong
Kong, Republic of Korea or Taiwan
aged between 18 and 30. This is
a popular option for companies
looking to fill a vacancy for around
12/24 months for employers and
employees alike.
Sole Representative Visa: If your
business is currently outside the
European Economic Area (EEA) and
Switzerland and you are to be the
sole representative of an overseas
company planning to set up a UK
branch, it might be worth exploring
this route for the employee. This is
an excellent, but often forgotten,
route to employing an overseas
worker in the UK.

If you are an employer or an employee and need advice on your
options and where you stand, contact expert lawyers, Bedi Law now
at enquiries@bedilawpartnership.co.uk or speak with your Gerald
Edelman contact for more details.
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UK companies face
Those who unwittingly flout anti-bribery laws and trade restrictions
risk heavy fines and reputational damage.
As Britain prepares to leave the
European Union, exporters are being
urged to explore opportunities in
emerging markets, but in preparing
to do so they need to take stock of
the risks posed by corruption and
sanctions programmes as British
efforts to prosecute violators are
stepped up.
Given the uncertainty over the
UK’s future trading ties with the
EU, companies that have relied
on European customers will look
to expand their horizons. Amid
signs that developing countries
are recovering from the economic
consequences of the global financial
crash, these markets’ appetite
for British goods and services is
expected to grow.
The government has been keen
to boost trading relations with
emerging market giants such
as China and India, as well as
traditional commercial allies in the
Gulf. UK exporters are also alert to

Yet while such countries offer export
potential, many suffer from high
levels of corruption in the public
and private sectors and some are
subject to international sanctions
targeting companies and individuals.
British firms, particularly SMEs with
limited experience of exporting
beyond the EU, must tread carefully
when pursuing trade deals to ensure
that they do not unwittingly break
local and international laws.
Bribery is an omnipresent risk,
with companies often pressured
or encouraged to pay so-called
‘facilitation fees’ to help secure
deals. Such practices violate the
UK Bribery Act, which came into
force nearly six years ago. Seen as
one of the toughest anti-corruption
laws in the world, its writ extends to
offences committed overseas.

Yet a 2015 government survey of
SMEs’ attitudes to bribery revealed
that only 42 per cent had put
in place procedures that might
prevent the offence. Peter Van Veen,
Business Integrity Programme
Director at Transparency
International, told Alaco that some
UK companies end up paying bribes
abroad out of a “sense of naivety in
some cases and a slightly gungho attitude of: ‘well that’s the way
things work out here and we’re
going to have to adapt to the local
ways of doing business’.”
“There is a misunderstanding that
business is done in a certain way
and that it is perfectly legal, when
it’s not. British companies then run
the risk of not only being prosecuted
locally, but also back home,” he
added.
Businesses need to be alert to
a number of bribery risks when
looking to secure contracts abroad.
Red flags for exporters include

BRIBERY

…only 42 per
cent had put in
place procedures
that might
prevent the
offence

openings in jurisdictions that have
previously been subject to deliberate
isolation, including Myanmar and
Iran.
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CORRUPTION

export perils
As well as cracking down on
bribery, the UK has stepped up its
oversight of financial sanctions,
establishing the Office for Financial
Sanctions Implementation (OFSI)
in March 2016. The Treasury body
enforces 27 sanctions programmes
– including United Nations and
European Union measures – and
last year investigated 95 breaches
involving transactions worth some
£75 million.
With the introduction of the Policing
and Crime Act 2017 in April, the
OFSI has been granted new powers
to increase monetary penalties
on UK entities and individuals for
breaches of financial sanctions. The
Act makes provisions for fines of up
to £1 million or 50% of the value of
the breach, whichever is greater.
UK companies seeking to enter new
export markets will wish to devote
more resources to understanding
the sanctions landscape. While

many restrictions are no longer
in the news, they continue to be
maintained, presenting regulatory
and reputational risks long after the
issue that led to the imposition of
sanctions has dropped out of the
headlines.
Very few sanctions have sunset
clauses. Some are constantly
amended and others contract over
time. Consequently, entities and
individuals are frequently coming
on or off sanctions lists. Companies
may find themselves inadvertently
dealing with sanctioned entities,
with the risks in countries emerging
from international isolation – such
as Iran, and parts of Africa –
particularly acute.
Nuclear-related sanctions against
Tehran were lifted over a year ago,
but primary US measures remain
in place. Many of these target
members of the country’s elite
Iranian Revolutionary Guards Corps,
which controls substantial sectors of
the economy. Trading with an Iranian
company that is beneficially-owned
or in some other way connected to
sanctioned IRGC personnel may
breach the US measures.

In Africa many sanctions
programmes target those who have
either been involved in human rights
abuses or military coups. These
individuals often remain active in the
local economy and retain political
influence. Sudan is a good example
of a country where an exporter
can get caught out. While US trade
sanctions have been temporarily
loosened, measures relating to
human rights abuses in Darfur
still target people likely to have
commercial connections.
The twin business threats posed
by corruption and sanctions can be
mitigated through thorough duediligence enquiries. That means UK
companies developing a clearer
picture of their potential trading
partners as well as the regulatory
environment in which they operate.
Failure to do so not only risks heavy
financial penalties but reputational
damage that could take years
to repair.

HUMAN RIGHTS

SANCTIONS

public officials who ask for a fee in
order to expedite a transaction, or a
state institution insisting that a deal
cannot be done unless a third-party
agent is involved.

UK companies
seeking to enter
new export
markets will
wish to devote
more resources
to understanding
the sanctions
landscape.

by Olly Gorton,
Alaco
ogorton@alaco.com
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Frozen
bank
accounts
Although rare, I have on occasion
been contacted by some of our
clients who, for various reasons,
have found that their bank accounts
have been frozen by their bank
without warning or explanation.
Perhaps the account holder
discovers this when he attempts
to use a debit card, draw cash from
an ATM, use online banking, or
visit his/her bank to deposit or
withdraw money.
What should the customer do and
what can he/she expect to happen?
When this first occurred I undertook
some online research and came
across some information which I
thought some of our other clients
might find of interest.

Contact the bank
The first thing to do is to contact the
bank and ask for an explanation.
The bank might be rather evasive
in response – perhaps referring
to ‘technical difficulties’ – or the
bank may refer the customer to a
specialist department (such as the
fraud department), or may even
hand over a pre-printed leaflet about
money laundering. But the bank is
unlikely to provide a full explanation
about what is happening or when
the account will be unfrozen.
If the bank won’t tell the account
holder what is going on then the
likelihood is that someone at the
bank has flagged up the account
for possible ‘money laundering’. In
effect, someone at the bank (or the
bank’s computer system) has noted
what appears to be unusual
12

activity on the account which might
be connected to proceeds of some
sort of crime.
It is extremely unlikely that the bank
will disclose which transactions
have triggered their action or what
suspicions they have. If that is the
case then it may be helpful if the
customer very swiftly supplies
to the bank further information,
explanations and, if possible,
documentary evidence in support
of an innocent explanation for any
unusual recent transactions.
In view of the fact that the bank will
not disclose which transactions
have triggered their action or
what suspicions they have, so the
customer will be left guessing how
he can best put the bank’s mind
at rest. That further information
needs to be supplied as quickly as
possible, preferably the same day
– delaying for a couple of days will
probably be too long.

Inside the bank
What is happening inside the bank
is probably that the customer’s
account (or accounts) will have been
referred to the bank’s anti-money
laundering or anti-fraud department
for consideration of whether a
Suspicious Activity Report (SAR)
should be made to the National
Crime Agency (NCA) by the bank’s
Money Laundering Reporting Officer
(MLRO).
If the MLRO decides that there is a
valid basis for a suspicion of money
laundering (which is very widely

defined) then a SAR will promptly be
submitted to the NCA. The SAR will
ask the NCA to give consent for the
bank to unfreeze the account. Once
that SAR is submitted matters will
be largely out of the bank’s control
– which means that nothing is likely
to be achieved after that time by
the customer supplying further
information, or making a complaint,
to the bank.
The bank is obliged not to tell the
customer that it has made a SAR, as
this might constitute an offence of
‘tipping off’.
Once the bank has submitted a SAR
to the NCA, the account will remain
frozen until either the NCA have
replied to the bank authorising the
bank to unfreeze the account, or the
‘notice period’ has elapsed without
the bank receiving any response at
all from the NCA.
The ‘notice period’ is 7 working days
starting from the day after the bank
submits the SAR to the NCA. So,
for example, if the bank submitted
a SAR on Thursday 9 March 2017,
the ‘notice period’ would end on
Monday 20 March 2017.
In practice however the NCA aim to
respond to these consent requests
before the end of the ‘notice period’.
If the NCA require further time
to consider the matter, they will
respond to the bank by refusing
consent. Once that happens the
account will remain frozen until
the ‘moratorium period’ expires.
The ‘moratorium period’ is 31 days

by Richard
Kleiner

starting with the day on which the
bank receives refusal of consent
from the NCA.
During the ‘moratorium period’
the NCA will continue to consider
the position and may at any time
give the bank consent to unfreeze
the account.
If the NCA do not give consent,
then the bank should unfreeze
the account once the ‘moratorium
period’ has expired unless in the
meantime the authorities have
obtained a ‘restraint order’ from a
Crown Court judge.
If a ‘restraint order’ has been
obtained from a Crown Court judge
then copies of that order are served
promptly on the bank and on the
customer (and perhaps also on
others, such as the Land Registry).
A ‘restraint order’ will normally
freeze all the assets of the customer
indefinitely.
A customer who is served with a
copy of a Crown Court ‘restraint
order’ should seek advice from
a solicitor experienced in such
matters immediately.

What can the customer do?
The bank’s customer will not know
whether the bank has submitted a
SAR to the NCA, when the SAR was
submitted, or what response has
been received from the NCA, if any.
Because of this the customer will
not know when the ‘notice period’
or the ‘moratorium period’ are due
to expire.

The advice normally given to clients
is to check with their bank every
day, however; aside from very swiftly
providing additional information and
documents, as already mentioned,
the customer will be able to do little
more than check with the bank
every day whether his account has
been unfrozen.

How often are bank
accounts frozen?
Figures published by the NCA
indicate that they receive
approximately 8,000 consent
requests each year from banks,
building societies and similar
institutions.
The NCA on average respond to
these consent requests in five
working days – and give consent
in about 90% of cases. In about
a further 5% of cases they give
consent during the ‘moratorium
period.’
However, even where consent
is granted, the bank’s customer
may become the subject of an
investigation by the authorities (such
as the police, HM Revenue and
Customs or the Fraud Investigation
Service).

Where a ‘restraint order’ is
obtained, the account will remain
frozen after that.

What happens after the
account is unfrozen?
After the account is unfrozen,
the bank’s relationship with the
customer may return to normal or
the bank may write to the customer
asking him to close his account (or
accounts) within 60 days and move
to another bank.

It is extremely
unlikely that
the bank will
disclose which
transactions
have triggered
their action or
what suspicions
they have.

The bank may not give any reason
for requiring the customer to close
his account.

Can the customer claim
damages against the bank?
I am not aware of any cases in which
bank customers have successfully
claimed damages against their
bank in relation to an account
which has been frozen because
of a reasonable suspicion of
money laundering (even where, on
investigation, no ‘money laundering’
was discovered).

How long will the account
be frozen?
In the majority of cases the
account should be unfrozen within
about two weeks. In a minority of
cases the account will be frozen
for up to about six weeks, perhaps
slightly longer.
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by
Patricia Hamill

From this date,
companies
and LLPs
are required
to notify
Companies
House when
any changes
to their PSCs
take place.

Changes to the
Register of People
with Significant
Control (PSC)

The PSC regime is part of a package
of measures designed to increase
transparency around the ownership
of UK incorporated entities, and
therefore to discourage the use of
these entities for money laundering
and other criminal activities.

Common changes include:

On 6 April 2016, changes to the Companies Act 2006
were introduced requiring unlisted UK companies and
LLP’s to take steps to identify people with signiﬁcant
control over them and record their details in a new
statutory register, known as a PSC register. This
information is now filed at Companies House, as part of
the new annual confirmation process (Form CS01) which
replaced the annual return of previous years.

• The nature of an existing PSC’s control over the
company changes – for example, they move
between different shareholding ’tiers’ by buying or
selling shares.

Further changes to the PSC regime will come into force
from 26th June 2017 as a result of the implementation
of the EU Fourth Money Laundering Directive. From
this date, companies and LLPs are required to notify
Companies House when any changes to their PSCs
take place.
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• The emergence of a new PSC, RLE (relevant legal
entity) or other registrable person – for example,
if someone buys shares in the company and their
ownership exceeds 25% of the company’s share
capital for the first time.
• Changes in speciﬁed details of a PSC, RLE or other
registrable person – for example, a PSC changes their
residential address or an RLE company changes
its name.

• Someone ceasing to be a PSC or RLE – for example,
if someone sells shares so that they now hold 25% or
less of the company’s shares or voting rights.
Please note that the CS01 will no longer be used for
advising/changing/withdrawing PSC details. Corporate
bodies subject to this PSC regime will have to update
their PSC register within 14 days of any changes, with a
further 14 days allowed to notify Companies House.
Please keep the Statutory Department updated as
quickly as possible if any of the changes listed
above occur.

The new financial
reporting regime for
small companies
The transition to Financial Reporting Statement 102
(FRS 102) has already been completed by firms that are
classified as large or medium. For accounting periods
beginning on or after 1 January 2016, small companies,
which had previously been able to prepare financial
statements under the Financial Reporting Standard
for Smaller Entities (FRSSE), will have to adopt either
the full FRS 102 or FRS 102 Section 1A (relevant for
small entities).

Under FRS 102, accounting policies are more
descriptive with additional policies required for:

Small entities are defined by the Companies Act as
entities that do not exceed two of the three limits
specified below:

Intangible Assets

Size

Turnover

Total Assets

Employees

Micro

£632k

£316k

10

Small

£10.2m

£5.1m

50

£18m

250

Medium £36m

FRS 102 Section 1A enables some primary statements
and notes to be omitted from the financial statements
and is ultimately the new FRSSE for small companies.
Micro-entities are able to provide accounts under FRS
105; The Financial Reporting Standard applicable
to micro-entities, and may take advantage of further
reduced disclosure.
The key differences that exist between ‘old’ UK GAAP
and FRS 102 are as follows:

Financial Statement Format
The profit and loss account and statement of recognised
gains and losses are replaced by a Statement of
Comprehensive Income, and a Statement of Changes
in Equity (SOCIE) replaces the reserves note. Entities
applying FRS 102 Section 1A are not required to produce
a SOCIE.

• Financial assets and liabilities – recognition and derecognition of;
• A positive statement on going concern;
• Descriptions of critical estimates and judgements, i.e.
depreciation and bad debt provisions; and
• First time adoption of FRS 102.
Goodwill and intangible assets now have a presumed
useful economic life of five years, (unless a reliable
estimate of a longer period can be made) - under ‘old’
GAAP this was 20 years.

by Stephen
Coleman

Software was formerly shown as a tangible asset but is
now required to be shown as an intangible asset - this is
a presentation change.

Holiday Pay
FRS 102 requires that holiday pay not taken by
employees at the balance sheet date is accrued for.
This means that if the year end of the company is not
coterminous with the holiday year there is likely to be
an accrual.

Disclosure changes
Operating leases must now be the total commitment due
over the life of the lease or until the first break clause, as
opposed to just the annual commitment.
Unless FRS 102 Section 1A is being adopted, FRS
102 requires disclosure of all remuneration paid to
key management personnel. Judgement is required to
determine who this includes and it is the aggregate that
must be shown.

Transition Adjustments
In the year of adoption, a reconciliation note showing the
transition from ‘old’ UK GAAP to FRS 102 will need to
be presented.

FRS 102

Operating
leases
must now
be the total
commitment
due over the
life of the
lease or until
the first break
clause, as
opposed to
just the annual
commitment.

Old UK GAAP

Financial Statements Format
Statement of Comprehensive Income

Proﬁt and loss and Statement of recognised
Gains and Losses shown separately

Statement of Changes in Equity

Reserves note

In year of adoption a FRS 102 transition note
Accounting policies more descriptive with policies required for
• ﬁnancial assets and liabilities, (recognition/de-recognition)
• positive statement on going concern
• description of critical estimates and judgements, e.g. depreciation and provisions
• ﬁrst time adoption of FRS 102

Less descriptive generally with fewer policies

Intangible Assets
Goodwill presumed to have a useful economic life of 5 years

20 years

Software recognised as an intangible asset

Tangible asset

Holiday Pay
A liability to be recognised for any unused annual leave at the balance sheet date

No requirement

Disclosure Changes
Operating leases: total commitment over life of lease or to first break

Annual commitment was disclosed

Aggregate remuneration to key management personnel (unless FRS 102 Section 1A
applied)

Not required
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What does
Brexit now
mean?
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At the time of preparing this article, it is very
difficult to imagine how circumstances could
possibly be worse in regard to the result of the
General Election and the apparent inconsistency
amongst the UK’s various political leaders; most
particularly between the Prime Minister, Theresa
May and her own Chancellor, Philip Hammond.
I recently read a thought-provoking commentary
from Robert Colville, the editor of CapX. Colville
comments that there are two competing visions
of Brexit.
“One is, effectively, no Brexit, or rather, something
that calls itself Brexit but is as close as humanly
possible to the existing arrangements. Above all,
it means continued access to European markets
on current terms, even if that involves accepting
free movement (with cosmetic reductions) and
continued payments to the European budget.”
Colville goes onto say, “The other, normally
called hard Brexit, is actually just Brexit. Britain
would gain control of its borders and laws and
be able to strike trade deals with other countries,
it would even retain the closest possible ties to
Europe – and might accept some (or much)
EU regulation, or continue to pay for some of
its projects”.
Despite all the comments from various different
segments of society including most particularly
the Remainers, it still seems appropriate that the

public still seem to have a stronger bias towards
“Out” than “In”. A YouGov poll during the week
ending 16 June found that 43% of voters still
back the Prime Minister’s approach. Whilst not
a majority, it is still considerably more than the
23% who want a “soft Brexit”, 17% who merely
want another referendum or the paltry 7% who
just want to forget the whole thing and assume
that nothing happened on 23 June 2016. 10% of
respondents answered that they “do not know”
how the government should proceed.
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Colville states that there are two key questions.
The first is whether there is a workable majority
for the kind of Brexit the public seem to want
– or any kind of Brexit. Secondly, at what point
does strategy become subordinated to timing?
It seems that whilst the negotiations will be
extremely difficult, we should try to thrash out
the closest possible trade deal (not least by
using future contributions to the EU budget
as leverage) but retain our freedom in all other
respects. Clearly and pragmatically speaking,
some form of transition arrangement will have to
be put in place. With the clock ticking, time is not
on Britain’s side and that inevitably will tilt the
position towards a safety-first Brexit. It could be
said that such an approach may betray not only
the millions of Leave voters, who actually wanted
change, but also the future opportunities that
Brexit was meant to deliver.
All in all, a bit of a mess and somehow, the Prime
Minister, Theresa May, will need to hammer out
a consensus first within her own party, and then
within Parliament.
by Richard Kleiner
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the Brexit negotiations on
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